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Prostitutes, resPeCtable Women,  
and Women from “outside”

The Carl Grossmann Sexual Murder Case in Postwar Berlin

Sace Elder

S

Few of Weimar Germany’s notorious criminals epitomize the sexual and moral 
decadence often associated with the period better than the “sexual murderer” 
Karl (who went by Carl) Friedrich Wilhelm Grossmann. Known popularly as the 
Blue Beard or the Beast of the Silesian train station district of Berlin, Grossmann 
won infamy in August 1921, when he was discovered in his one-room apartment 
in one of the poorest of Berlin’s proletarian districts, standing blood-soaked over 
the lifeless body of young Marie Nitsche. After many weeks of interrogation, 
Grossmann admitted to the murders of two other women. Officials, however, 
became convinced that he was in fact responsible for the violent deaths of many 
more women, some of whom had never been identified.1 The most horrifying 
aspect of the murders was the brutal dismemberment of the bodies, which had 
been tossed into the canals and channels of eastern Berlin. Grossmann’s motive, 
officials and medical examiners believed, had been sexual: Grossmann was, they 
argued, a classic sexual murderer who achieved sexual satisfaction through kill-
ing his victim during sexual intercourse. Like the period’s other notorious sex-
ual predators, Fritz Haarmann and Peter Kürten, Grossmann’s story has become 
iconic as a symbol of the criminality and gender anxiety of the 1920s. The Gross-
mann case in particular provided a set of visual themes for artists such as George 
Grosz and Otto Dix. Scholarly literature on the subject of sexual violence in 
Weimar culture has demonstrated the prevalence of representations of violated 
female bodies in avant-garde art and literature and has suggested that the images 
of mutilated breasts, ripped wombs, and slashed vaginas were indicative of a 
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male psychological trauma stemming from the war and the disruption of prewar 
bourgeois gender norms.2

Grossmann thus perpetrated his crimes in a society that was very much con-
cerned with sexual and criminal deviance.3 Historian Kerstin Brückweh has 
explained the twentieth-century fascination with sexual murder in terms of “an 
ambivalent emotion defined by attraction and interest” that is conditioned in 
part by feelings and also by fantasy.4 Perhaps this fascination is why the story 
of Grossmann and his victims became as elastic and mythologized as any urban 
legend, even in criminological literature. Already before the trial, rumors circu-
lated that Grossmann, who had worked as a butcher’s apprentice earlier in life, 
had sold the flesh of his victims to unsuspecting neighbors.5 Later descriptions 
fictionalized the case to fit certain notions of criminality. In a treatise on the 
“professional criminal,” the criminologist Robert Heindl, for example, described 
Grossmann as a dangerous criminal who profited from his crimes by selling the 
flesh and clothing of his victims to unwitting neighbors. According to Heindl, 
Grossmann’s motives were purely economic and Grossmann was therefore a 
professional or habitual criminal who needed to be removed from society.6 By 
contrast, in his 1930 work Sex and Crime (Geschlecht und Verbrechen), sexologist 
Magnus Hirschfeld regarded Grossmann as a typical sexual murderer who, far 
from selling anything, ate the flesh and drank the blood of his victims.7 Accord-
ing to Curt Elwenspoek’s 1930 book on the criminal police (intended to pop-
ularize police work), Grossmann was an anonymous urban killer whom no one 
suspected until it was too late.8

Grossmann’s crimes became the stuff of legend even before his trial was held. 
During the months-long investigation and his abbreviated trial, the press, crime 
experts, and local citizens all sought to make sense of Grossmann and his crimes. 
The case captured the public imagination in 1921–1922 precisely because it 
touched on the themes most relevant to the topsy-turvy world of postwar and 
postrevolutionary Germany. Whereas Grossmann may have represented the 
pathology of urban anonymity, his victims represented the social and cultural 
crises feared by many observers: rural-urban migration increased by privation in 
the countryside, the “surplus of women” produced by wartime mobilization, the 
alleged decline in morality among women and juveniles, and the increased crim-
inality in the city. In the end, the Grossmann case was about sex in the way that 
sex is always about everything else, and in this instance, it was about the state of 
German gender and class relations.

The Carl Grossmann case was thus quintessentially “Weimar” because it 
reflected the contested nature of social and gender relations in the immediate 
postwar period. It is therefore important to interrogate the specific historical 
context in which the narratives were first formulated and understand what they 
might have meant for the construction of lower-class sexuality and gender roles 
in the postwar years.9 Crime reporting in the metropolitan press had been a 
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crucial component in the reading and writing of urban space in the prewar years, 
and it would likewise help shape perceptions of social reality in the postwar 
period.10 The Grossmann case thus provides a useful vantage point from which 
to observe the public anxieties about sexuality, the family, and womanhood, 
while also providing clues as to how these were being culturally reconstituted in 
the postwar era.11

The extensive and sensationalized press coverage associated with the crimi-
nal investigation and trial placed Grossmann, his victims, and his proletarian 
neighborhood under close public scrutiny. In addition, countless women from 
Grossmann’s milieu revealed to investigators and court officials that they, too, 
had experienced Grossmann’s violence. The copious court records generated by 
the investigation reveal a set of social relations in the poorest parts of proletarian 
Berlin that was at odds with the often salacious and sensational public narratives 
written about the perpetrator and his victims. It is in the space between the 
public narratives told about Grossmann’s victims and their milieu and the stories 
that the women of the Silesian train station neighborhood told about themselves 
that the significance of the Grossmann case for early Weimar class and gender 
relations can be found.

Grossmann’s Victims and Their Milieu

The area surrounding the Silesian train station in the eastern part of the Berlin 
was one of Berlin’s most economically depressed neighborhoods and a reputed 
crime district (Verbrecherviertel). The economic and social conditions of the post-
war period created a mixed population of permanent residents and transients 
passing through the city on their way to and from the eastern provinces. Factory 
workers, day laborers, seasonal workers, prostitutes, the unemployed, peddlers, 
shopkeepers, wives, and mothers called this district home. Police found it diffi-
cult to maintain their accustomed control over such a population. Registration 
of domicile with the local police precinct was the chief means by which police 
could control and identify individuals, yet migrants and runaways tended to live 
unregistered, moving from one temporary housing situation to another.

Despite the clandestine activities, life in the district was extremely public. As 
in all working-class districts of Berlin, many of life’s daily activities were carried 
out in the streets, especially in the summertime, when the narrow and poorly 
ventilated tenement houses were particularly uncomfortable. The local pubs, the 
market, and the train station itself were favorite meeting places for lonely-hearts, 
as well as prostitutes and their clients. Hans Ostwald, in his prewar study of 
prostitution in Berlin, described the scene in this corner of the city: “In the sooty 
Koppenstraße at the Silesian train station poor, weathered, and wrecked creatures 
walk around nightly, especially on Saturdays, without head-covering and with 
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blue kitchen aprons. They count on the drunken workers returning home, to 
whom they can offer themselves for one to two Marks.”12 In this public life of the 
streets and parks, Grossmann, who had moved to the neighborhood from a cabin 
in a suburban garden colony in 1919, made the acquaintance of many women. 
As Grossmann well knew, the neighborhood’s close proximity to the train station 
as well as the openness of the street facilitated encounters with the residents and 
migrants in the neighborhood, many of whom were unemployed. Among the 
area residents’ favorite gathering and resting places was the Andreasplatz, a small 
park just one block north of Grossmann’s apartment building in Lange Straße; 
it was in this park that Grossmann met many of his female acquaintances. One 
resident of the area who had known Grossmann for two years and frequently 
went to Andreasplatz “on doctor’s orders” for fresh air reported that Grossmann 
was a “well known personality” in the park because “he was there almost daily 
and always had a different friend with him.”13

To the women he met who were in dire economic circumstances, Grossmann 
would often offer food, shelter, money or, in many cases, employment as a house-
keeper. Many residents of the neighborhood availed themselves of Grossmann’s 
financial assistance. As a relatively successful street peddler in this economically 
depressed neighborhood, Grossmann was an employer of women, a customer 
of prostitutes and local drinking establishments, a moneylender to neighbors, 
and to a few, a drinking companion. Grossmann certainly performed these roles 
with an eye to his own interests, exploiting the economic, physical, and sexual 
vulnerabilities of his would-be beneficiaries. His economic position, although 
marginal by middle-class standards, afforded him in this neighborhood the status 
of benefactor of last resort.14 The very neighbors who reported Grossmann to the 
authorities, for example, also owed him money and were known to have social-
ized with Grossmann in local drinking establishments and amusement parks. A 
married woman who lived on Grossmann’s floor admitted to police in her first 
interview that she and her husband owed Grossmann 58 Marks.15

In his neighborhood, then, Grossmann was no anonymous urban predator 
like the Ripper of Whitechapel, with whom he would later be compared. He 
was, on the contrary, quite well-known, if not universally liked. He participated 
in the open sociability of the neighborhood inhabited by both transients and 
long-term residents. The women who accepted work, food, or clothing from 
Grossmann in exchange for labor or sexual favors were all very poor, but came 
from a range of occupational backgrounds and family situations. One resident 
of Grossmann’s building told police that the women he had seen trafficking in 
Grossmann’s apartment had been “mostly prostitutes, partly also respectable 
[anständige] women. . . . Partly he also had women from outside [Berlin] in his 
apartment.”16 We know quite a bit about the women who made Grossmann’s 
acquaintance in this way because many of them came forward to give testimony 
regarding Grossmann’s sexual behavior and social connections. The stories some 
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of these women told of sexual abuse at the hands of Grossmann were used as evi-
dence of his propensity to sexual violence. According to their statements and tes-
timonies, many of the women who had accepted Grossmann’s offers were single 
women with no social networks, whether they had recently arrived in the city or 
had lived there for some time. Although some of his “guests” were registered pros-
titutes, others were mothers living in the neighborhood. One woman told police 
that she had met Grossmann through a friend and, after leaving her six-year-old 
son at home, went to Grossmann’s apartment. In return for sleeping with him she 
received some used clothing.17 Another woman who lived in the building next 
door to Grossmann’s had met him in the summer of 1920 on Andreasplatz and 
had agreed to have sex with him in exchange for food for herself and her child.18 
An unemployed worker, who was married when she gave her statement in August 
1921, told officials she had lived briefly with Grossmann under similar circum-
stances in his cabin in 1918.19

In 1921, these women of the Silesian train station district were still feeling 
the economic and social effects of the war and postwar demobilization. They 
were the women that historian Belinda Davis has identified as the “women of 
lesser means” whose marginal existences during the war drew considerable pub-
lic attention and produced widespread criticism of the Imperial government’s 
wartime policies. In fact, the neighborhood was the site of two butter riots in 
October 1915.20 For many of these women, the war effort had meant bearing 
the double burden of running the household while the men of the family were 
away, only to end up unemployed at the end of the war. Even in the fall of 1920, 
when unemployment had begun to abate elsewhere in Germany, Berlin, along 
with Saxony and Hamburg, still had one of the highest rates of unemployment in 
the immediate postwar years. Part of the reason for the high unemployment rate 
in Berlin was the high level of immigration to the city. Unemployment among 
women was particularly high in Berlin, where women made up 47 percent of 
those looking for jobs.21 Even with the return to full employment in 1922, the 
labor market was not favorable to women seeking heavy industrial jobs, as demo-
bilization policies carried out by employers tended to displace women back into 
traditional jobs of cooking, cleaning, and textiles.22

That many women in this area of Berlin, whether recent arrivals or long-term 
residents, had turned to domestic labor or prostitution to make ends meet was 
not unusual for women of their milieu. In fact, the biographical profiles of the 
women who had turned to Grossmann for material aid were very much typical 
of the profiles of prostitutes in general, who were usually women of marginal 
social status who resorted to prostitution as a transitional strategy to cope with 
changed economic circumstances. Often these women later returned to other 
forms of employment, although the regulation of prostitution, which included 
compulsory registration, could make this return to so-called respectability dif-
ficult.23 Hans Ostwald categorized such women with gainful employment who 
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occasionally exchanged sex for money, gifts, or food as “casual prostitutes” (Gele-
genheitsdirnen), whose numbers he estimated at five to ten times the number of 
registered prostitutes. Prostitution such as this was casual because it did not con-
stitute an occupation or a complete lifestyle. Unlike many critics of prostitution 
at the time, Ostwald saw this kind of pecuniary sexual activity as an economic 
strategy rather than the result of sexual perversity or innate moral depravity.24

Although Ostwald admitted that it was often difficult to tell the difference 
between casual prostitution and a love affair, it is clear that many of the women 
who came into contact with Grossmann fit Ostwald’s description of occasional 
prostitutes. To be sure, some of Grossmann’s guests were registered prostitutes, 
but most did not practice prostitution as a sole means of support. Among those 
women interviewed by officials, some indicated that they had understood from 
the beginning that Grossmann had expected sexual favors in return for his benef-
icence. Others indicated that they had accepted Grossmann’s invitation as a 
legitimate offer of employment or aid. One unemployed industrial worker, for 
example, accepted Grossmann’s offer of employment as a housekeeper in August 
1921. After she had worked for a day performing household tasks for Gross-
mann, he drugged and raped her.25 Most of the women who had had remuner-
ative sexual relations with Grossmann had a range of occupational experience, 
although virtually all were unemployed.

Most of the women who had visited Grossmann’s apartment had worked for 
him or had exchanged sexual relations for food or money and could therefore 
not be categorized as Straßendirnen (streetwalkers) or Kontrollmädchen (registered 
prostitutes) who sustained themselves through illicit sexual behavior. Signifi-
cantly, in some cases it was precisely those women who had the most experi-
ence in such situations who avoided the fate of Grossmann’s victims. Prostitute 
Erika, for example, found Grossmann’s residence and his demeanor too “creepy” 
to complete the sexual transaction to which she had agreed, 26 while Johanna, a 
recent migrant to the city, gladly and perhaps naively accepted Grossmann’s invi-
tation to dinner. But neither were these women who had never run into trouble 
with the law. Nitsche, Grossmann’s final murder victim, had been enjoying her 
first day of freedom after a month-long stay at Moabit prison when she made 
Grossmann’s acquaintance on the street. After an evening of drinking in the local 
pubs, Grossmann and Nitsche retired to Grossmann’s apartment, where he laced 
her coffee with cyanide, bound her hands and feet, and beat her head until she 
was dead.27

In sum, the women of Grossmann’s milieu shared a marginal subsistence-level 
existence conditioned by the adverse conditions of urban migration, postwar 
mobilization, and economic destabilization; and they all faced employment and 
residential options circumscribed by the exigencies of official and unofficial gen-
der politics. But in terms of their family status, their relationship to their com-
munity, their occupational and residential histories, the community of women 
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that the Grossmann case revealed was fairly diverse. The women’s testimonies 
suggested, in fact, that marriage and motherhood had not protected women from 
the dangers of Grossmann’s apartment.

What the women did share was an aversion to state authority that dissuaded 
them from seeking the aid or protection of the police. Although not all of the 
women who admitted having had sexual intercourse with Grossmann had had 
violent experiences with him, many of the women told harrowing stories of sexual 
abuse. One woman told police that Grossmann had laced her coffee with a seda-
tive that made her unconscious, and when she awoke she found herself bound to 
the bed and experienced pain in her genitalia. She suspected he had inflicted some 
kind of “perversity” on her.28 When another woman visited Grossmann’s apart-
ment, he bound her to his bed and brutally thrust his hand into her vagina so that 
she bled profusely.29 That none of the women had made an official complaint to 
the police was due to several interrelated factors. Helene B. admitted in her second 
interview with detectives that she had been so ashamed of what Grossmann had 
done to her she had initially lied to them about her relationship with him. That 
the damage he had done to her vagina had resulted from initially consensual inter-
course had no doubt led her to avoid police rather than seek their protection.30

There was no space in the judicial system to redress the grievances of these 
women because of their compromised relationship with the police. If suspected 
of solicitation, a woman would have been registered as a prostitute with the mor-
als police and subjected to the regular medical examinations of prostitutes pro-
vided for in the German criminal code. Although the registration of prostitutes 
did not stigmatize them within working-class communities in Germany to the 
degree that it did in France, Britain, and Italy, the practice did limit their ability 
to move freely about the city and made it more difficult for women to find ade-
quate housing or to return to other forms of employment.31 Even if they did not 
fear being suspected of prostitution, some of the women probably worried about 
being cited for living unregistered in Grossmann’s apartment, as all city residents 
were (and are) required by law to register their addresses with the local police. 
The women thus had reason to see the police not as protectors, but as persecutors. 
Furthermore, the police saw these women’s stories as evidence in a murder case, 
not as evidence of violent crimes committed on their persons.32

Grossmann was able to use the antagonistic relationship between the authori-
ties and the women of the neighborhood to his advantage. He became notorious 
at the local police station for accusing his female housekeepers of stealing money 
from him; at least until the police grew tired of his frequent visits. By the time 
the police questioned Emma B. about Grossmann’s accusations, they were more 
inclined to believe her because Grossmann had become something of a nuisance 
with his frequent visits to the police station.33 Frieda T., however, did not escape 
so easily. Charges against her were dropped only after Grossmann was appre-
hended and she agreed to testify against him at trial.34
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On the surface, Carl Grossmann’s life history looked very much like those of 
other members of Germany’s lower classes in the period of rapid industrializa-
tion. He was born in 1863 as one of seven children of a merchant in Neuruppin 
where he attended school until he was fourteen years old, when he went to work 
in a textile factory to help support his family. At age sixteen he left Neuruppin 
with a friend for Berlin, where he hoped to find work. In Berlin he held many 
jobs, including an apprenticeship at a butcher’s shop. At age nineteen he was 
drafted into the military, but was released due to a hernia. After his release he 
returned to Berlin, and later Pomerania, Mecklenburg, and other rural areas, 
where he worked as an agricultural laborer, always returning to Berlin in between. 
In the ten years before his capture, Grossmann had been a permanent resident of 
the capital city, in various apartments in the eastern part of the city and in a cabin 
in an allotment garden (Laubenkolonie), which he left in 1919, when he took up 
permanent residence at Lange Straße 88/89.35 In light of his crimes, Grossmann’s 
wanderings may have been attributed to a shiftless and criminal nature. In fact, 
however, his geographic and occupational mobility was quite characteristic of 
the rural-urban migrants who, in the last phases of urbanization before the war, 
slowly began to settle permanently in urban areas.36

Where Grossmann stood out from his milieu was in both the length and the 
nature of his criminal history. His criminal record began at age twenty, when 
he was sentenced to three days in jail for begging. After that, Grossmann spent 
much of his life serving short sentences for begging, theft, vagrancy, and crimes 
against decency. Such petty crimes, of course, were common both in Berlin and 
in the countryside. In 1896, however, he was convicted of “unnatural sexual 
assault” on a sheep in Mannheim; in 1897 for sexual assault against a twelve-
year-old girl in Nuremberg; and in 1899 he was sentenced to fifteen years hard 
labor in the penitentiary for the rape of two small girls, one of whom was badly 
injured in the assault.37

At the time of his apprehension in August 1921, Grossmann had been a mem-
ber of the Silesian train station neighborhood for about two years. He was a fre-
quent if unwelcome guest at the local police station with his fallacious reporting 
of missing and felonious housekeepers. He was also well-known in his tenement 
house at Lange Straße: quite notorious, in fact, for returning home to his one-
room apartment very late in the evenings with one or more women, creating 
quite a racket as they ascended the numerous flights to the top-story apartment. 
Strange noises and noxious odors emanated from his apartment, prompting resi-
dents to wonder aloud what went on there so late in the evenings.

A crowded apartment building, open streets, familiar bars—how did Gross-
mann manage to rape, murder, and dismember the bodies of his victims? Based 
on their statements to investigators, the reaction of Grossmann’s neighbors was 
indicative of a broad cultural acceptance of violence against women, which was 
regarded as an essentially private matter. Domestic abuse was pervasive in the 
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working-class communities of the Weimar era (and indeed, earlier) and was 
one of the most insidious ways in which male authority in the working-class 
household was maintained. Very seldom did neighbors intervene on behalf of a 
battered wife. The informal mutual-help networks of women that were such an 
integral part of female working-class life were usually only able to provide solace 
after the fact.38 Grossmann’s womanizing became most bothersome to his neigh-
bors when it became noisy and invaded their private space, but even then their 
interventions were limited. The frustrated demand of a neighbor one evening 
that Grossmann desist from abusing his female visitor, whose screams could be 
heard throughout the floor, was met with an angry “Shut your face!” (“Halt die 
Schnauze!”) from Grossmann’s side of his closed apartment door.39 No one made 
sure that the woman in Grossmann’s apartment was safe; they were only con-
cerned that the noise stop. Max Neumann, also on Grossmann’s corridor, tried to 
defend this behavior by telling police that the cries they heard had not been cries 
for help (Hilferufe) but rather cries of pain (Wehrufe).40 Whether this distinction 
was his own or prompted by police, the fact that a distinction was made at all 
indicates that investigators and witnesses were seeking to explain why no one had 
intervened more forcefully on behalf of Grossmann’s victims.41

Grossmann’s neighbors thus confessed that they had known that he had 
abused his many female visitors. And although they occasionally demanded that 
he desist from that abuse, this was done only when the violence caused enough 
noise to disturb the neighbors in their own apartments. Although Grossmann’s 
behavior was bothersome, it was not so far out of the ordinary as to be consid-
ered criminal. Not until police posted public notices of the latest crimes in early 
August 1921 and made it known that they suspected that the murderer lived 
in the Silesian train station district did his neighbors suspect that Grossmann 
could be involved in the crimes. Helene and Mannheim Itzig, corridor neigh-
bors of Grossmann’s, admitted to having bored a hole through Grossmann’s door 
in order to better observe his activities, having noticed how roughly he treated 
women. The wanted posters regarding the murdered women in the neighbor-
hood led them to think “instinctively” of Grossmann. “As a consequence, he was 
closely observed by us.”42 It is impossible to know whether they were observing 
Grossmann out of a sense of civic responsibility, a hope for reward, or to black-
mail him. Perhaps it was a combination of all three. Whatever their motivations, 
the Itzigs did on a certain level behave exactly as the police expected them to: 
They carefully observed the suspicious activities of a neighbor and eventually 
brought these activities to the attention of the authorities.

Aside from the commotion created by the cries of pain coming from Gross-
mann’s apartment, the malodorous smell emanating from the bloody body parts 
also drew the attention of his neighbors. But when Grossmann was asked about 
the foul stench emanating from his apartment, he answered simply that chicken 
meat had spoiled, an explanation readily accepted by neighbors living in the 
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same crowded and poorly ventilated apartment building in the stifling July 
and August heat. Although the smell was unpleasant, only in retrospect did it 
become criminal.

In view of the physical features of Grossmann’s living situation, the brutal ele-
ments of his crimes appear to have had a practical aspect as well. In this crowded 
apartment building, removing the body from the fourth floor would have been 
most difficult without attracting attention. By dismembering the bodies, Gross-
mann was able to remove them from his apartment in inconspicuously small 
paper packages and burn some of the pieces in his apartment oven. To dispose 
of not just one but several human corpses in such a way surely required a certain 
amount of sadism and psychopathic misogyny. At the same time, however, the 
elements of the crime that most aroused the morbid fascination of the public and 
most attested to Grossmann’s sadistic perversity were also practical (criminal) 
responses to the challenges presented by the urban environment.

The Silesian train station neighborhood was a marginal community whose 
economic conditions facilitated Grossmann’s violence against women. Far from 
being the innocuous neighbor described by Elwenspoek, Grossmann was a famil-
iar, although to many unpopular, figure in the neighborhood. His somewhat 
better economic position (however attained) made him a significant if unsa-
vory resource not only for single women, but also for established residents of 
the community. Grossmann was able to carry out his violent abuse of women 
not simply because of their economic situation, but because of the prevailing 
codes of behavior in urban tenement houses, which reinforced the boundaries 
between public and private, and because of a system of regulation that discour-
aged women from discussing their experiences with the authorities. The social 
identities of these women cannot be reduced to that of prostitute because moth-
ers, wives, and women with previous occupational experience could be counted 
among the visitors to Grossmann’s apartment. If anything, the testimonies of the 
witnesses in the Grossmann trial revealed that traditional family roles—mother-
hood, marriage, domestic work—had not provided protection from the sexual 
danger Grossmann presented. All this is especially significant because the ways in 
which the press and crime professionals sought to make sense of the crimes only 
served to mask these complex social identities and reinforce the power relations 
that made Grossmann’s crimes possible in the first place.

Public Narratives of the Crime

Grossmann was apprehended in August 1921. His trial was held in early July 
1922 and was cut short after three days by his jail-cell suicide. In the intervening 
months, the primary detectives in the case, Werneburg and Riemann, as well 
as the state attorney’s office sought to establish the full extent of Grossmann’s 
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crimes. As the investigation wore on, the press, police, and other criminological 
experts tried to reconstruct Grossmann’s crimes by establishing just who Gross-
mann’s victims were. The social and moral identities of Grossmann’s victims were 
of singular importance to the investigation for two reasons. First, the police had 
been investigating the unsolved murders of many young women since 1919, 
some of whom had been dismembered and found in the Luisenstadt Canal and 
the Engelbecken reservoir. Officials had been unable to put names to some of the 
corpses, so that the identities of these victims remained a mystery. Second, as in 
many murder cases, the identity of the victims held the key to the degree of the 
perpetrator’s guilt. This was particularly important in the Grossmann case because 
Grossmann claimed that his victims had provoked his violence by stealing from 
him, but it was also true with respect to the public’s perception of Grossmann’s 
criminality: a killer of innocents seemed more horrifying and less explicable than 
a killer of prostitutes. As Judith Walkowitz has argued with regard to the Jack the 
Ripper case, the moral status of the victims taught newspaper readers important 
lessons about the dangers of the city.43 Although the Social-Democratic newspa-
per Vorwärts reported that the Grossmann case excited a “great furor” and “has 
caused primarily the feminine population of Berlin understandable anxiety and 
excitement,”44 most of the reporting on the Grossmann case separated the identi-
ties of the victims from so-called respectable society, reassuring the reader of (her) 
safety. The German detective and criminologist Robert Heindl would point out 
later, with regard to Jack the Ripper, that most Londoners were, in fact, as safe as 
ever in 1888 when the Ripper was prowling Whitechapel.45 Press reports, forensic 
experts, and crime professionals established essentially two sets of identities for 
Grossmann’s victims: prostitutes and innocent young girls from the countryside. 
Both groups of women fell outside the protective confines of family and commu-
nity and placed themselves in danger.

There were many reasons why the Grossmann murders became a public sensa-
tion. In the heady years of the immediate postwar period, bloated, water-logged 
bodies—dismembered or otherwise—frequently surfaced in the city’s numerous 
waterways. Victims of political violence, such as Karl Blau, of domestic violence, 
such as Anselm Hemberger, or of neighborly disputes found their penultimate 
resting places in the Landwehr Canal, the Luisienstadt Canal, the river Spree, 
or the lakes on the outskirts of town, to be found by unsuspecting citizens.46 In 
the context of postwar disruptions and urban migration, unidentified victims of 
murder or suicide were especially disconcerting for a public already distressed by 
the high number of persons who seemed to have disappeared into the anonymity 
of metropolitan life. On 7 August 1921, Egon Jacobsohn published an article in 
the Berliner Morgenpost titled “Persons who Disappear,” in which he reported that 
3,425 people had been reported missing in Prussia and other German states in 
1919, and that the number climbed to 4,280 in 1921. Many of these were young 
runaways, Jacobsohn wrote, especially attractive young women seeking fame on 
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the stage or film.47 Just two days later, Morgenpost readers would have found evi-
dence of the dire consequences of the missing-persons epidemic when the paper 
reported the discovery in the Luisenstadt Canal of the lower leg and spinal cord 
of an unidentified woman in her early twenties.48

Particularly sensational was Grossmann’s official designation as a sexual 
offender. Already two weeks before Grossmann was apprehended, newspapers 
were reporting that the murdered women whose dismembered bodies had been 
found in the city’s waterways in previous months had fallen victim to a Lustmörder 
(sexual murderer).49 Grossmann initially insisted that the three murders to which 
he confessed had been acts of passion (Affekthandlungen), that the women had 
tried to steal money from him, and that he had killed them in a rage. He further 
contended that he had dismembered his victims’ bodies only to dispose of the 
corpses—a strategy other murderers had used in the crowded tenements of Berlin 
in the very months when Grossmann had committed his crimes.50 Nevertheless, 
there was no doubt in the minds of investigators and medical experts that Gross-
mann was a sexual murderer. By 1921, sexual murder was a well-documented and 
well-defined phenomenon, which experts understood as a pathological manifes-
tation of psychosexual dysfunction. According to one of the period’s most prolific 
authors on the subject, the jurist Erich Wulffen, true sexual murder was related 
to rape and was one in which the motive was the “manifestation of a degenerate 
sexual urge.”51 Criminalists associated the mutilation of corpses with sexual per-
versions that resulted in particularly gruesome violent acts. According to jurists 
and criminologists, Lustmörder were sexually aroused by extreme violence to the 
victim’s body, by the sight of blood, or by sexual intercourse with a corpse; such 
crimes did not necessarily require the completion of the sexual act on the part of 
the murderer. Murders committed after sexual contact but for different motives, 
such as from fear of discovery, were generally not considered true sexual murders. 
The criminal psychology of sexual murder became such an important factor in 
the determination of criminal indictments (murder versus manslaughter) that 
by 1941 the motive of sexual desire, along with greed and the drive to kill, was 
added to the German penal code as a prerequisite for first-degree murder.52

But the sexual perversion of the murderer alone did not suffice to make the 
murders morally and culturally legible. Even before the identities of the murderer 
and his victims were known, the social geography of the city played a key role in 
the investigation of the crimes. The location of the discovery of the unidentified 
bodies not far from the Silesian train station gave them a moral and social identity 
and also indirectly confirmed the assumption that the murders had been sexual. 
Following the profile of the sexual criminal that had been most influentially artic-
ulated by Erich Wulffen, the police assumed that the women, given the location 
of their bodies, had been prostitutes. Wulffen and others had maintained that 
most sexual murders involved prostitutes because they supposedly exposed them-
selves to male sexual perversion more than did respectable women. Pursuing this 
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line of argument, a newspaper article in the Berliner Morgenpost published shortly 
after Grossmann was arrested reassured readers that although Grossmann could 
be counted among such notable serial killers as Jack the Ripper, most such mur-
derers victimized prostitutes. As if to further reassure respectable female readers 
of their safety, the article continued: “In Berlin the murders of women have been 
carried out in rather considerable numbers. Most of these are isolated crimes.” 53

Murders of prostitutes tended to receive less attention from police and the pub-
lic than did murders of innocent children and “morally upstanding” women.54 
The violent demise of a prostitute seemed explicable because she exposed herself 
to aggressive male sexuality and cheapened her own life through the commod-
ification of her body. This popular attitude was evident in October 1920 when 
newspapers reported the murder of prostitute Frieda Schubert, whose death was 
later attributed to Grossmann. On 16 October the Berliner Morgenpost related 
the gory details of the crime, explaining that the murder appeared to have been 
the work of a sadist, who “sawed the bones apart with unbelievable brutality and 
tore the heart from the ribcage and the right arm from the shoulder.”55 The hor-
ror of the story was alleviated, however, by its incongruous juxtaposition on the 
page with an unrelated market report with the byline “Meat is Getting Cheaper” 
(“Das Fleisch wird billiger”). Whether the alignment of these two stories was the 
result of newsroom humor or editorial oversight is not clear. However, a callous 
attitude toward the brutal death of the young woman was clearly evident in an 
article the following day, which reported that the Identification Service of the 
Berlin Police had identified the victim through fingerprint records. Thirty-three 
year-old “street girl” Frieda Schubert, born in Dresden, “was not particularly well 
liked in her neighborhood because of her impudent behavior [freches Auftreten].” 
On the day of her disappearance, the story continued, Schubert had approached 
several men on the street until one unidentified man (supposedly the murderer) 
accepted her services.56 The implication of the article was clear: Schubert’s life-
style, which her cheeky behavior indicated was chosen rather than forced upon 
her, had led to her ultimate demise; in the end, she was responsible for her own 
death. The descriptions of Schubert’s character in the press were in keeping with 
the ways in which crime professionals characterized the women of Grossmann’s 
milieu, to whom they attributed low-level criminality and social and mental infe-
riority. According to Peter Becker, as criminal science became medicalized in the 
latter part of the nineteenth century, German criminological discourse charac-
terized the prostitute as both a victim and a vehicle of social degeneration; her 
mental and physical development were supposedly hindered by inherent phys-
iological conditions or by the environment. Under this paradigm, according to 
Becker, prostitutes were seen as psychologically and physically weak, unable to 
protect themselves from moral depravity or to live in respectable society.57

Once the identity of Berlin’s serial sexual murderer was discovered, the Berlin 
newspapers’ treatment of the murder victims masked the social identities and 
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experiences of Grossmann’s victims in a variety of ways. The rather conservative 
Berliner Lokal-Anzeiger, for instance, was much more interested in the criminal 
than in his victims. Grossmann was a “degenerate” (Wüstling), a “homely, ugly 
man” (unscheinbarer, häßlicher Mensch), who preyed on women who “suffered 
from need and hunger.”58 The newspaper was only interested in the identity of 
the victims insofar as they could prove the number of women Grossmann had 
killed. “The homicide squad has conclusive evidence that Grossmann’s victim’s 
number at least 15 to 20 who were murdered not just in Berlin but also outside 
of the city,” the newspaper reported on 4 September.59

By contrast, in the pages of the liberal Ullstein newspapers, the portrayals 
of Grossmann as a morally aberrant sexual predator featured characterizations 
of his victims as weak and vulnerable. Although most of the information about 
Grossmann’s sexual exploits came from women who had experienced this first-
hand, the newspapers’ descriptions of the unidentified murder victims differed 
from the identities and experiences of these female witnesses. The Morgenpost 
characterized Grossmann’s murder victims as young, single migrants from the 
countryside. The women were thus made out to be, as Grossmann’s defense 
attorney later described them, “poor girls from the provinces.”60 In a report on 
the case a day after Grossmann’s capture, the Berliner Morgenpost dramatized 
for its readers what a meeting between the murderer and his victim might have 
been like:

[He] goes searching the streets. There stands a girl looking greedily into a grocery store. 
“Well, little one, do you want to eat?” inquires Grossmann. “Yes, but I have no money!” 
is the unhappy answer. That is his cup of tea. He seeks out the hungry. They are the 
most submissive. “Would you like to be my housekeeper?” he asks and pulls from his 
coat pocket his wallet with numerous hundreds. Overjoyed the suffering one seizes the 
opportunity. [She] goes with the old one. Fearless. What can this weak fellow do to 
her? He stands there, says a witness later, before his deathbed. [She] receives, of course, 
not one penny in wages. Only plenty to eat. And that is the most important thing.61

The vignette, written in the style of crime fiction, contrasts the street-smart and 
calculating urban male predator against the naive, weak, and trusting female vic-
tim, whose sexual exploitation is made possible by her material destitution. The 
young woman is apparently oblivious to the sexual intentions of her host, who 
dupes her with the promise of legitimate employment. The reader already knows 
how the scenario ends: the young woman’s desperation ends in her violent death.

The BZ am Mittag similarly reconstructed for its readers how one missing 
person and alleged murder victim, Melanie Sommer, might have met Gross-
mann in a restaurant one day in December 1920. “She shuddered with disgust 
as she saw this old, unclean and repulsive man before her but, after a long resis-
tance, followed him despite this because in her great need she preferred staying 
with him to dying of hunger.”62 The fictional description of Sommer’s reaction 
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to Grossmann’s appearance morally separated the criminal from his victim by 
emphasizing his advanced age, his unpleasant physical attributes, and the victim’s 
negative reaction to his presence. The physical presence of the victim, on the other 
hand, is only signified through her physiological need for food. Her decision to 
follow him, in spite of her revulsion, is portrayed as an act of desperation.63

These images of the female murder victims served as a foil for Grossmann’s 
characterization as a sexual predator. According to these images, the murder 
victims’ behavior arose from their economic desperation, while the murderer’s 
behavior was based on malevolent calculation for the satisfaction of his per-
verse sexual appetite. This did not mean, however, that the victims were morally 
innocent. Grossmann’s victims supposedly represented the young, single women 
newly arrived in Berlin with no family, no social network, and no job, who were 
at the mercy of the impersonal forces of the urban terrain and the market. In 
other words, they stood outside the protective confines of conventional gender 
roles of marriage, motherhood, and family. According to the Berliner Morgenpost, 
one missing person and possible murder victim, Emma Baumann, came from a 
“good family” in Mecklenburg. After a fight with her father—a landed propri-
etor, the newspaper helpfully detailed—she ran away to Berlin “without money 
and without protection.” The police found her name and vital information in a 
list made by the morals police (Sittlichkeitspolizei) during a hotel raid in Decem-
ber 1920.64 According to the BZ am Mittag, Emma was a “picture-pretty, nine-
teen year-old girl” who had run away on foot and, in her doubtful circumstances, 
ran into Grossmann on her first day in Berlin.65 Implicit in the reporting was the 
fate of the wayward daughter: her fractiousness led to a life of prostitution and 
later murder. The women were thus not merely victims of circumstance; they 
were also partly to blame for the violence committed against them because they 
lived outside the protective confines of family and community.

By presenting the women as victims of circumstance rather than as whores (as 
with Frieda Schubert), the liberal Ullstein Press’s narratives of Grossmann’s crimes 
magnified Grossmann’s social, sexual, and moral depravity. Clearly, these charac-
terizations of Grossmann’s victims were rather more sympathetic in their appreci-
ation of the dire material circumstances that would have led young women into 
Grossmann’s apartment. Nevertheless, the moral status of the victims was not 
unequivocal. The narratives of the crimes were tragic because the victim’s own 
waywardness had led them into desperate situations and thus made them vulner-
able to the sinister sexual criminal Grossmann. By living away from family and 
social networks, the young women had exposed themselves to the predatory male 
realm of the city. Neither the Morgenpost nor the other popular newspapers exam-
ined the broader economic and social circumstances that shaped these women’s 
experiences and made Grossmann an alternative to “dying of hunger.” The fatal 
result of the victims’ transgressions eliminated the possibility of redemption and 
reconciliation with respectable society.
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The public fascination with Grossmann’s self-titled “housekeeper system”—
luring women into his apartment with an offer of employment as his cleaning 
woman—showed that the public was struggling to make sense of the social and 
moral ambiguity of the victims. “Residents [of Grossmann’s apartment build-
ing] speak of at least 150 [housekeepers]!” was one exclamatory report in the 
Morgenpost. The press routinely referred to Grossmann’s victims and the women 
involved in the case as “housekeepers,” using quotation marks to expose Gross-
mann’s intentions and the sexual nature of the relationship, which even the most 
sensational reports never explicitly discussed. When the press referred to Gross-
mann’s victims as “housekeepers,” the quotation marks implicated the women in 
the crimes committed against them by exposing the attempt to legitimate illicit 
sexual relations through an employer-employee relationship. The image of the 
household servant or “domestic” would have been a complicated one for the 
Morgenpost’s readers. Middle-class concerns about morality among young girls 
and within the family had long connected domestic service with sexual license 
and prostitution. Since the turn of the century, socialists and social reformers 
alike had been drawing public attention to the psychological impact of domestic 
service, which supposedly rendered young girls submissive, lacking in self-aware-
ness, and easily turned toward sexual impropriety. Such reformers maintained 
that domestic servants were statistically far more likely to become prostitutes, 
produce illegitimate children, and commit infanticide.66

Grossmann and his “housekeepers” were clearly engaging in what Hans Ost-
wald called casual, or “occasional,” prostitution. During the war, such exchanges 
were characterized as “secret prostitution”—that is, prostitution not registered 
with the police. Secret prostitution became a grave concern to policymakers wor-
ried about low birth rates and morale at the war front, who saw it not as a strategy 
for economic survival but rather as the frivolous deviance of married and unmar-
ried women who had forgotten their familial and social responsibilities while 
their men were away at war.67 Officials’ concern with secret prostitution reflected 
wartime anxieties about the erosion of the family and women’s purported resis-
tance to rational mobilization. After the war, reformers used casual prostitution 
as evidence for the failure of regulation to put an end to prostitution altogether. 
In the years following the 1918–1919 Revolution and the extension of the fran-
chise to women, anti-regulationists campaigned for the limitation of the powers 
of the morals police.68

The press and crime experts also made morally legible the women on whom 
the police depended for information about Grossmann’s victims and violent 
proclivities. A psychiatrist commenting on the Grossmann trial spoke of Gross-
mann’s victims in the Social-Darwinist terms of being “not fit for the struggle 
for survival.” The “indolence” and “emotional apathy of th[e] low social sphere” 
these women inhabited explained why no one interfered in Grossmann’s 
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activities before his capture.69 In his view, Grossmann’s milieu bore part of 
the blame for the crimes because of its alleged passivity and moral turpitude. 
Another forensic psychiatrist warned prosecutors that “the girls whom he 
[Grossmann] took in came mostly from completely depraved and evil social cir-
cles, and certainly many exaggerate and lie.”70 Similarly, the Berliner Lokal-An-
zeiger, perhaps the least sympathetic to the women in the Grossmann case of 
all the Berlin dailies, declared that “about half of the female witnesses [in the 
case] are homeless, belong in part to the offscouring [Hefe] of the population, 
and can only be located and brought forward by a detective” when they are 
needed.71 Those who believed in the fundamental depravity of the women and 
their milieu found evidence for their convictions when Grossmann’s neighbor 
was arrested for allegedly having blackmailed Grossmann before his arrest. The 
Berliner Volkszeitung dramatized for its readers a fictitious scene between Gross-
mann and the neighbor, putting in her mouth the words “Now hand over fifty 
Marks, or I’ll turn you in!”72

The Berliner Morgenpost was the only newspaper to address the issue of the 
regulation of prostitution as a deterrent to the female witnesses against com-
ing forward with their experiences sooner. The daily paper explained, correctly, 
that the female witnesses “never would have wanted to make an official com-
plaint to police because they feared that they would have been held responsible 
because they lived with him unregistered [with police].”73 But the implication of 
the report was also that although the women were performing their civic duty 
by offering their knowledge to investigators, it was not to be forgotten that this 
knowledge was gained through illicit activity. Furthermore, the report was mis-
leading in suggesting that it was not registration as prostitutes that the women 
feared but being caught without proper residential documentation.

Just as in Victorian London, the public narratives of Grossmann’s crimes also 
held lessons for women about the consequences of living outside the param-
eters of moral and social respectability in the city. Ignoring the experiences of 
Grossmann’s known victims—both living and dead—the press’s narratives con-
cealed the extent to which family, motherhood, and social connections within 
the city had failed to protect Grossmann’s victims against economic deprivation 
and sexual exploitation. Instead, the press identified migration to the city and 
the economic and social independence of working-class women as the source of 
the victims’ downfall. Two narrative strategies explained the women’s situations: 
The first characterized them as fallen women of a criminal milieu; the second 
saw them as atomized victims of male sexual aggression whose desperation and 
vulnerability resulted from tragic individual choices. Yet even where they focused 
on the victims, the public narratives were ultimately about Grossmann and his 
crimes; the vulnerability and fear of the female victim only served to distance the 
murderer morally from the newspaper-reading public.74
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Conclusion

The public narratives constructed to explain Grossmann’s crimes offered no clear 
villains, victims, or heroes and diverged on several key points. Grossmann was 
either a cunning scoundrel clever enough to evade police or an imbecile with 
no control over his baser instincts. His victims were either hapless innocents or 
depraved women. Their milieu was either a community of virtuous citizens or an 
assembly of apathetic and callous denizens of iniquity. In sum, the press reporting 
on the Grossmann case revealed a tension between two narrative themes. In one, 
the killer was a faceless psychopath, whose predatory activities were made possible 
by the anonymity of the city, which hid both his identity and those of his victims. 
Only with the watchfulness of attentive citizens cooperating with the authorities 
was such an urban monster brought to justice. In the other version of the story, the 
killer was a product of his milieu, which existed on the social and moral margins of 
the city. The criminality of the milieu thus explained the depravity of the criminal, 
the fate of his victims, and the inattention of his community. Neither version bore 
much resemblance to the social reality in which the crimes took place.

The Grossmann case touched a variety of raw nerves in postwar Berlin. The elu-
siveness of the victim’s identities was a testament to the anonymity of city life and 
the inadequacy of bureaucratic attempts to police the movements of individuals in 
the confusion of postwar demobilization. It was especially disturbing for lower-class 
citizens who had lost track of loved ones in the rural-urban migration that followed 
the war. For left-liberal observers, the case was a reminder that the poverty and class 
divisions that urbanization had brought about had not disappeared but been exac-
erbated by the war. For conservative observers, Grossmann’s crimes brought to light 
the immorality and criminality that lurked in Berlin’s marginal neighborhoods.

Public narratives of the Grossmann case did not, then, make the city “legible,” 
but imposed particular identities on the perpetrator and his victims: social and 
moral identities that served to make sense of the social and gender relations of the 
immediate postwar years. The experiences of the witnesses and victims as well as 
the public narratives that were told about them suggest that criminal stories were 
a powerful tool for re-stabilizing prewar gender relations in the postwar period.
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